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Abstract
We construct stable domain walls in a shape of a torus in the Faddeev-Skyrme model with
a quadratic potential term admitting two discrete vacua. The phase modulus of the domain
wall is twisted P and Q times along the toroidal and poloidal cycles of the torus, respectively,
where Q represents the constituent lump charge. We find that these solutions carry the Hopf
charge PQ and can be regarded as Hopfions. The toroidal domain walls are characterized by the
two topological charges (P,Q), unlike the conventional Hopfions characterized by only the Hopf
charge. We explicitly construct stable solutions of the toroidal domain walls with 1 ≤ P ≤ 3, and
1 ≤ Q ≤ 3, yielding the Hopf charges 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 9.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Topological solitons are ubiquitous in various subjects in physics from condensed matter
physics [1] to high energy physics [2] and cosmology [3]. One of the most simplest and most
frequently appearing solitons are kinks in d = 1 + 1 dimensions or domain walls d = 2 + 1
or larger dimensions, which are present in various condensed matter systems such as optical
fibers, ferromagnets, charge density waves, Bose-Einstein condensates, helium superfluids
and so on. Domain walls are also studied in high energy physics and cosmology. In super-
symmetric theories, domain walls are Bogomol’nyi-Prasad-Sommerfield states preserving a
half of supersymmetries and are stable against perturbative and non-perturbative quantum
corrections. Domain walls have also been studied in the context of brane-world scenario.
In d = 3 + 1 dimensions, domain walls have 2 + 1 dimensional world-volume. Flat and
linear world-volume are usually the most stable ground state of the domain walls. A question
arises. Is it always the case that domain walls have flat shapes? Can they be spherical or of
Riemann surfaces?
In this paper, we construct stable domain walls of a torus shape. The model which we
consider is anO(3) sigma model with a four derivative (Skyrme) term, known as the Faddeev-
Skyrme (FS) model [4, 5], with the ferromagnetic or Ising-type potential, that is, a potential
term admitting two discrete vacua [6]. The FS model without a potential term is known
to admit Hopfions, i.e. solitons with the Hopf charge pi3(S
2) ' Z [5, 7–11]. In particular,
Hopfions with the Hopf charge 7 or higher were found to have knot structures [8, 10, 11].
Hopfions in the FS model with different potential terms were also studied before [12–14], but
the ferromagnetic potential was not studied. From the construction, our toroidal domain
walls carry the Hopf charge [7, 15] and consequently they can be regarded as Hopfions.
The O(3) model with a potential term with two discrete vacua admits a domain wall
solution interpolating the two discrete vacua [16, 17]. The domain wall has the position
and U(1) phase moduli. In d = 2 + 1 a closed domain line or a wall ring with the U(1)
modulus twisted Q times is nothing but a lump with the lump charge Q [18] in the absence
of the Skyrme term [6, 19]. While this wall ring is unstable to shrink in the absence of the
Skyrme term, it is stable in the presence of the Skyrme term. This is nothing but a baby
Skyrmion [21, 22]. In d = 3+1, the twisted wall ring is linearly extended along one direction
to a stable tube. In this paper, we further make a closed loop of the tube with the U(1)
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modulus twisted P times, in order to construct a stable toroidal domain wall. Therefore
the U(1) modulus is twisted P and Q times along the toroidal and poloidal cycles of the
torus, respectively. This solution carries the Hopf charge C = PQ [7, 10, 15], and is also
topologically equivalent to a Q-torus studied in [23] in which time-dependent stationary
solutions in the model without the Skyrme term were discussed. We explicitly construct
stable solutions of the toroidal domain walls with 1 ≤ P ≤ 3, and 1 ≤ Q ≤ 3, yielding the
Hopf charges 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 9. We conclude that the Hopfions with the Hopf charge C in our
model are further classified into a set of infinite series characterized by the two topological
charges (P,Q) with C = PQ, where Q is the constituent lump charge.
This is in contrast to the conventional Hopfions as knot solitons classified only by the
only Hopf charge C in the original FS model, in which configurations with different sets
(P,Q) with C = PQ are topologically equivalent and can be deformed to each other [10]. In
our model, configurations with different sets (P,Q) with C = PQ are topologically distinct
and are all stable (or metastable) at absolute (or local) minima of the energy, because of
the existence of a potential barrier among them.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, after our model is given, we construct
twisted domain wall rings in d = 2+1 dimensions. They can be linearly extended to domain
wall tubes in d = 3 + 1. In Sec. III, we construct twisted closed domain wall tubes, resulting
in toroidal domain walls. The U(1) modulus is twisted along the both cycles of the torus.
Section IV is devoted to discussions.
II. THE MODEL AND SOLITONS IN 1 + 1 AND 2 + 1 DIMENSIONS
Let n(x) = (n1(x), n2(x), n3(x)) be a unit three vector of scalar fields with a constraint
n · n = 1. The Lagrangian of our model is given by (µ = 0, 1, 2, 3)
L = 1
2
∂µn · ∂µn− L4(n)− V (n). (1)
Here, the four-derivative (Faddeev-Skyrme) term is given by
L4(n) = κF 2µν = κ [n · (∂µn× ∂νn)]2 = κ(∂µn× ∂νn)2 (2)
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with a “field strength,”
Fµν = n · (∂µn× ∂νn). (3)
We take the potential term [16, 22]
V (n) = m2(1− n23), (4)
admitting two discrete vacua n3 = ±1 in order to allow a domain wall solution. In condensed
matter physics, this potential is well known in ferromagnets, so we call it ferromagnetic of
the Ising-type. The energy density of static configurations is
E = 1
2
(∂an · ∂an) + L4(n) + V (n) (5)
with a = 1, 2, 3.
In d = 1 + 1 dimensions, a kink (an anti-kink) solution interpolating these two vacua in
the absence of the Skyrme term is given by [16, 17, 24]
θ(x1) = 2 arctan exp(±
√
2m(x1 −X)), 0 ≤ θ ≤ pi,
n1 = cosα sin θ(x
1), n2 = sinα sin θ(x
1), n3 = cos θ(x
1), (6)
with a phase modulus α (0 ≤ α < 2pi) and the translational modulus X ∈ R of the domain
wall. A domain wall solution in the presence of the Skyrme term was studied in Ref. [25].
In d = 2 + 1 and d = 3 + 1 dimensions, the kink can be linearly extended to a domain line
and a domain wall, respectively, with a world-volume.
In d = 2 + 1 dimensions, one can consider a closed domain line. If the U(1) modulus α
of the domain line winds Q times along the wall ring, it carries the topological lump charge
of pi2(S
2) ' Z [19], given by
Q =
1
4pi
∫
d2x F12 =
1
4pi
∫
d2x n · (∂1n× ∂2n) = 1
4pi
∫
d2x ijkni∂1nj∂2nk. (7)
This twisted closed wall line is prevented against shrinking by the presence of the Skyrme
term [20]. It is nothing but a baby Skyrmion [21]. In Fig. 1, we give our numerical solutions
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FIG. 1: A twisted domain wall ring as a baby Skyrmion with the lump charges of Q = 1 (left),
Q = 2 (middle), and Q = 3 (right). (a): The texture n(x). Color of each arrow show the value
of n3. (b): The total energy density E . (c): The topological lump charge density c ≡ F12/(4pi).
The numerical box satisfies the Neumann boundary condition. As numerical parameters, we fix
m2 = 8000 for all figures, and κ/L4 = 0.4 × 10−3 for left figures (Q = 1), κ/L4 = 0.1 × 10−3 for
middle figures (Q = 2), and κ/L4 = 0.5× 10−4 for right figures (Q = 3) where L is the size of the
numerical box.
of twisted domain wall rings with the lump charges Q = 1, Q = 2, and Q = 3 constructed
by a relaxation method. One can see that the topological lump charge density as well as the
energy density is uniformly distributed along the rings. The multi-winding solutions with
Q = 2 and Q = 3 are stable and are not split into Q = 1 rings. The size of the lump soliton
becomes larger for the higher lump charge Q within the fixed κ and m. In our numerical
simulation, to make the sizes of lump solitons within different Q almost same, we use the
smaller κ for higher Q.
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FIG. 2: The two cycles of the torus. The toroidal and poloidal cycles are denoted by α and
β, respectively. The  and ⊗ denote the vacua at the north and south of the target space S2,
respectively. The U(1) modulus is twisted P and Q times along the cycles α and β, respectively.
III. TOROIDAL DOMAIN WALLS IN 3 + 1 DIMENSIONS
The domain wall ring can be linearly extended to a domain wall tube in d = 3 + 1
dimensions. Here we further consider a closed domain wall tube, i.e., a toroidal domain
wall. Such a toroidal domain wall is unstable unless the U(1) modulus is twisted along the
torus. Therefore, we twist the U(1) modulus along the torus, resulting in a doubly twisted
toroidal domain wall. First, let us put a charge Q (or −Q) lump in the y > 0 (or y < 0)
region of the y-z plane,
Q =
1
4pi
∫
x=0,y>0
dydz F23 = − 1
4pi
∫
x=0,y<0
dydz F23. (8)
Then, let us rotate it around the z-axis with twisting the U(1) modulus P times in the 2pi
rotation. Here, P can be expressed as
2P =
1
4pi
∫
z=0
dxdy F12, (9)
where the factor 2 in the left hand side is because of the two rings of the cross section of a
torus and the x-y plane. In the final configuration, the U(1) modulus is twisted P and Q
times along the α and β cycles of the torus, respectively, as in Fig. 2.
Below, we show that a toroidal domain wall characterized by the two integers (P,Q)
carries the Hopf charge of pi3(S
2) ' Z defined by
C =
1
4pi2
∫
d3x µνρFµνAρ, (10)
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FIG. 3: A cut along the β cycle of the toroidal domain walls. The gray n3 = 0 surfaces represent
domain wall tubes that separate the two vacua n = (0, 0, 1) denoted by  outside the tube and
n = (0, 0,−1) denoted by ⊗ inside the tube. Along the tubes, there are sequences of lumps with
the lump charges of (a) Q = 1 and (b) Q = 2. From the bottom to the top, n rotates by 2piP
(P = 1) in the n1–n2 plane, defining the number of twists P . The yellow and green curves indicate
the preimages of n = (1, 0, 0) and n = (−1, 0, 0) along the tubes respectively. We find that the
preimages of n = (1, 0, 0) and n = (−1, 0, 0) are linked once in (a) (Q = 1) and twice in (b) (Q = 2).
with a “gauge field” Aµ satisfying ∂µAν − ∂νAµ = Fµν [15], and that the Hopf charge in fact
coincides with the product of the numbers of the twisting of the U(1) phase along the α and
β cycles:
C = PQ. (11)
To show this, we promote configurations with the target space S2 to those with S3
by the Hopf map. With introducing two complex scalar fields φT = (φ1, φ2) satisfying
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|φ1|2 + |φ2|2 = 1, the three-vector scalar fields ni can be written by the Hopf map
ni = φ
†σiφ, (i = 1, 2, 3) (12)
by using the Pauli matrices σi. Note that φ parametrize S
3 ' SU(2) because of this
constraint. As an initial configuration, we consider an ansatz
φT =
(
sin [cos−1{sin f(r) sin θ}] e−iQ tan−1 sin f(r) cos θ− cos f(r) , cos [cos−1{sin f(r) sin θ}] eiPφ
)
,
0 ≤ r <∞, 0 ≤ θ ≤ pi, 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2pi,
(13)
where a monotonically decreasing function f(r) satisfies the boundary condition
f(r → 0)→ pi, f(r →∞)→ 0. (14)
From the Hopf map in Eq. (12), we have
n1 = sin Θ cos(QΦ), n2 = sin Θ sin(QΦ), n3 = cos Θ,
Θ = tan−1
√
X2 + Y 2
Z
, Φ = tan−1
Y
X
,
(15)
with X, Y , and Z defined by
X = sin θ {sin f(r) sin(Pφ/Q) + {1− cos f(r)} cos θ cos(Pφ/Q)} ,
Y = sin θ {− sin f(r) cos(Pφ/Q) + {1− cos f(r)} cos θ sin(Pφ/Q)} ,
Z = cos2 θ + cos f(r) sin2 θ.
(16)
The configuration given in Eq. (15) is isomorphic to a toroidal domain wall with (P,Q)
and its Hopf charge C can be obtained through the Hopf map in Eq. (12) from the Skyrme
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charge pi3(S
3) ' Z of the fields φ in Eq. (13):
C :=
1
2pi2
∫
d3x ABCDmA∂1m
B∂2m
C∂3m
D
=
1
2pi2
∫ ∞
0
dr
∫ pi
0
dθ
∫ 2pi
0
dφ r2 sin θ
PQf ′(r) sin2 f(r)
r2
=
PQ
pi
∫ ∞
0
dr
d
dr
{f(r)− sin f(r) cos f(r)}
= PQ,
(17)
with φ1 = m1 + im2 and φ2 = m3 + im4 (A,B,C,D = 1, 2, 3, 4).
We further note that a preimage of a point in the target space S2 is a closed loop in the
real space, and that the Hopf charge is equivalent to the linking number of two preimages of
two points in the target space [15]. In Fig. 3, we cut the torus along the β cycle and arrange
it as a straight tube along the α cycle, whose top and bottom are identified. Figures 3 (a)
and (b) show two configurations with the different lump charges Q = 1 and Q = 2, with the
same twisting P = 1 along the α cycle. The preimage of n = (1, 0, 0) and n = (−1, 0, 0) are
drawn as curves in Fig. 3 (a) and (b). We find in Fig. 3 (a) that the linking number of the
preimages of n = (1, 0, 0) and n = (−1, 0, 0) is one if we identify the bottom and the top.
We thus have found that it carries the unit Hopf charge, i.e., C = PQ = 1.
For the lump charge Q = 2 in Fig. 3 (b), there exist two curves for the preimages of
n = (1, 0, 0) at each slice z = constant for Q = 2, each of which rotates clockwisely with the
angle pi along the α cycle. They are glued to each other to become one closed curve rotating
2pi along the α cycle. The same structure can be seen for the preimages of n = (−1, 0, 0)
which is linked twice with the preimages of n = (1, 0, 0). Consequently, the linking number
of the two preimages is two and the Hopf charge for the lump charge Q = 2 is two, i.e.,
C = PQ = 2.
The same is true for configuration with an arbitrary lump charge Q; there exist Q curves
for the preimages of n = (±1, 0, 0) at each slice. They rotates clockwisely with the angle
2pi/Q and are glued together to be one closed curve rotating 2pi along the α cycle. Then,
the preimage of n = (1, 0, 0) has a linking number Q with the preimage of n = (−1, 0, 0)
at the tube center, implying that the Hopf charge is Q i.e., C = PQ = Q. If we rotate the
U(1) modulus P times along the α cycle, it further carries the Hopf charge C = PQ.
In Fig. 4, we present our numerical solutions of toroidal domain walls with (P,Q) =
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FIG. 4: Toroidal domain walls with (P,Q) = (1, 1), (2, 1) and (3, 1) for the left, middle and right
figures, respectively. (a): Isosurface plot of the n3 = 0 region. (b) The texture n(x) and (c) the
total energy density E on the cross section of the y-z plane. (d) The texture n(x) and (e) the total
energy density E on the cross section of the x-y plane. The numerical box satisfies the Neumann
boundary condition. As numerical parameters, we fix m2 = 8000, and κ/L4 = 0.2× 10−3.
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FIG. 5: Toroidal domain walls with (P,Q) = (1, 2), (2, 2) and (3, 2) for the left, middle and right
figures, respectively. We use κ/L4 = 0.1× 10−3, and the same m2 and the boundary condition as
those in Fig. 4.
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FIG. 6: Toroidal domain walls with (P,Q) = (1, 3), (2, 3) and (3, 3) for the left, middle and right
figures, respectively. We use κ/L4 = 0.5× 10−4, and the same m2 and the boundary condition as
those in Fig. 4.
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(1, 1), (2, 1), and (3, 1). The corresponding Hopf charges are 1, 2, 3. One can see a pair of a
lump (with the charge Q) and an anti-lump (with the charge −Q) in the section of the y-z
plane, as in Figs. 4 (b) and (c). On the other hand, two wall rings with large and small radii
with the common center are both lumps with the charge P (> 0) in the section of the x-y
plane, as in Fig. 4(d) and (e). For higher P , the size of the toroidal domain wall becomes
slightly thinner as can be seen in the figure.
Figures 5 and 6 show our numerical solution of toroidal domain walls with higher Q, that
is, (P,Q) = (1, 2), (2, 2), and (3, 2) in Fig. 5 (the Hopf charges are 2, 4, 6) and (P,Q) =
(1, 3), (2, 3), and (3, 3) in Fig. 6 (the Hopf charges are 3, 6, 9). For higher Q, the toroidal
domain wall becomes fatter because the underlying lump soliton becomes larger. To make
the sizes of toroidal domain walls within different Q almost same, we use smaller κ for higher
Q as well as the case of the wall rings.
Our toroidal domain walls classified by the two topological charges (P,Q) are all stable.
The Hopfions with the Hopf charge C in our model are further classified into a set of infinite
series characterized by the two topological charges (P,Q) with C = PQ. On the other hand,
conventional Hopfions in the original FS model are classified only by C; Configurations with
different sets (P,Q) with C = PQ are topologically equivalent and can be deformed to each
other [10]. In particular, configurations with the higher Q would not be stable. In our
model, configurations with different sets (P,Q) are topologically distinct and are all stable
at the local minima of the energy. Our numerical solutions imply the existence of a potential
barrier among them. This is a new feature of our model which does not exist in the original
FS model.
IV. DISCUSSION
If we give a linear time dependence of the U(1) phase, the lumps on each section of the
torus become Q-lumps [26] and our solution becomes a Q-torus which was studied without
the Skyrme term in [23]. In our case, the time dependence is not necessary for the stability,
while it is necessary in their case because of the absence of the Skyrme term. The stability
analysis of a Q-torus without the Skyrme term is an open question.
Our model can be promoted to a U(1) gauge theory coupled with two massive charged
complex scalar fields (with a four derivative term on the scalar fields, see Appendix B of
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[27]), in which lumps are promoted to semi-local vortices [28]. In the strong gauge coupling
limit, the gauge theory goes back to the massive O(3) sigma model. If we give a linear time
dependence of the U(1) modulus, it resembles a vorton [9].
Our model admits a D-brane soliton, namely, a domain wall on which lump-strings ending
on from the both sides in the absence of the Skyrme term [29, 30]. This solution will be
slightly modified by the presence of the Skyrme term. A configuration made of a domain wall
and an anti-domain wall stretched by lump-strings were considered in [6], in which it was
discussed that such a configuration is unstable to decay, resulting in a creation of Hopfions
studied in this paper. Our model is the unique model admitting a domain wall, lump-strings
and Hopfions as codimension one, two, and three solitons, respectively. As denoted above,
the lump strings can end on the domain wall. It is also an interesting problem if a Hopfion
can constitute a composite soliton with a domain wall or lump strings. Interaction between
Hopfions and that between a Hopfion and a domain wall or a lump string also remain as
future topics.
The FS model can be made supersymmetric if one adds another four derivative term
[27, 31]. The potential term which we consider is well known in supersymmetric theory.
However, the extra four derivative term tends to destabilize Hopfions at least in the absence
of the potential term.
We can extend our model to the CPN model or the Grassmannian sigma model. With
the appropriate (supersymmetric) potential term, the CPN model (without the Skyrme
term) is known to admit N vacua and N − 1 parallel domain walls interpolating them
[32] or junctions of these domain walls [33]. The Grassmannian sigma model with the
(supersymmetric) potential term [34] admits non-Abelian domain walls [35] or non-Abelian
wall junction [36]. The CPN model with the Skyrme-like four derivative terms was studied
in [37]. The CPN model with the Skyrme-like terms and the potential term may allow
multi-layered toroidal domain walls, which remains as an open question.
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